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Engineered Slitting Solutions

Ask ASKO about Performance
Special Finishes Available
ASKO knives and spacers are available with lapped,
ground, superfinished or polished surfaces, and with
matte or highly reflective finishes. These finishes can
increase run times and product quality.

ASKO Slitter Knives
For better edge quality and tighter tolerances, ASKO
manufactures slitter knives custom designed for your
application. Details on the right grade and design
— whether for the heaviest gauge steel or the lightest
gauge non-ferrous metal — start with ASKO’s in-house
metallurgists. Get details in the ASKO Slitter Tooling
Technical Brief.

ASKO Shear & Scrap Chopper Knives
ASKO shear and chopper knives are available in grades and
designs for every metal shearing application. Special knife
materials have been developed by ASKO for all shearing
applications, from light-gauge to heavy-gauge, high tensile
material. ASKO’s in-house metallurgists are available to assist
with the specification of the correct knife for your application.

Acculite™ Spacers
ASKO’s Acculite steel polymer composite
spacers are as much as 70% lighter than
traditional spacers while maintaining the same
performance characteristics. Acculite spacers
reduce operator fatigue and injuries caused by
lifting heavy solid steel spacers, and speeds the
set-up process so you run longer and faster.
Only Acculite spacers provide patented 360°
contact to avoid “knife wobble” common 		
with other lightweight designs,

EdgeMaster Shimless Tooling Sets
ASKO shimless tooling sets produce the most accurate
slitter set-ups possible. ASKO tooling exceeds every
industry spec, and when used in conjunction with 		
ASKO’s patented EdgeMaster 				
software, provides the fastest, most 		
accurate set-ups to increase 			
productivity and optimize 				
product quality.

EdgeMaster Set-Up Software
EdgeMaster improves slit edge quality, speeds the set-up
process, and improves set-up accuracy. It copes with the unique
demands of any coil processing operation. Because of its
intuitive interface, operators can use it without training.

New for EdgeMaster ™ (3.0)
• Configuration Wizard to help with initial setup and 		
adjustments
• Simplified knife management program
• Export knife management and swim data to Microsoft Excel®

GET EDGE
EdgeMaster System

The Picture Perfect Edge
By

• Enter multiple setups at one time
• Combine 2 setups to save setup and take-down time
• Print barcodes for setups

Amtec Hydraulic Nuts & Precision Pumps

ASKO Snug Fit or Bonded Stripper Rings

Amtec hydraulic nuts from ASKO — available in steel
or lightweight aluminum — are durable, leak proof and
deliver the industry’s highest reliable pressures. Used with
precision pumps, they provide precise and repeatable
clamping forces to ensure accurate slitter and side trimmer
set-up. Amtec nuts are the preferred arbor locking system
of quality-conscious slitter operators.

ASKO offers stripper rings for every metal slitting
application, manufactured from solid or composite materials
including alloy steel, Buna-N, neoprene or polyurethane.
Our engineers work with you to design and manufacture
stripper rings in the proper material, size and hardness for
your application.

ASKO Spacers
ASKO spacers are manufactured from
high quality alloy steels and meet or
exceed the industry’s most exacting
tolerances. Alternative material
grades are available for special
applications.

Get Started! Call us today for a free diagnostic.

ASKO Overarm Separator Tooling
ASKO manufactures overarm separator discs and recoiler
plates from long-wearing, hardened alloy grades. ASKO
offers overarm spacers in a variety of materials including
steel, aluminum, micarta, nylon and polyurethane. ASKO
provides a variety of surface finishes according to your
application requirements.

We will gather detailed information about
your application and what you are trying to
achieve, including specifications and other
product information. From there our engineers
will generate a recommendation and custom
quotation on the product that will produce the
best run times and product quality for you.
For a copy of our comprehensive
Slitter Tooling Technical Brief,
call or e-mail ASKO
at information@askoinc.com.

ASKO Plastic Shims
Every component in your arbor set-up is critical to your
ability to produce a quality edge. For traditional “standard”
tooling set-ups, ASKO provides high quality, accurate
plastic shims.

ASKO Transfer Boxes & Cabinets
ASKO custom-designed
tooling storage cabinets,
knife storage and
transportation boxes
protect your tooling
investment.

ASKO Reconditioning Service
ASKO reconditioning and regrinding services
restore your knives, stripper rings and spacers
to the original specifications and tolerances or
better. ASKO also provides shims and bolts for
shear knives and performs custom grinding for
your special requirements.

Training Seminars and Technical Assistance
ASKO offers customized training seminars to improve your slitting and shearing knowledge and expertise. Let
ASKO train your personnel in the most cost-effective manner. Visit www.askoinc.com for details on our seminars.

ASKO makes doing business easy!
If you’re looking for one company that can provide
the entire scope of slitting products, services, and
knowledge you need, Ask ASKO.

Whether your requirements are limited to affordable
replacement parts, or include a complete slitting solution,
ASKO can help. Our application experts – backed by 70 years of
experience – will recommend the exact grade, hardness, dimension,
tolerance and finish to perfectly slit any material you’re processing,
in a way that adds value to your finished product.

For details on ASKO’s superior–performing grades
and tolerances for your application, see our web
site, or call us today to request our comprehensive
Slitter Tooling Technical Brief.
www.askoinc.com

Information in this communication is confidential ASKO information and intended for the private use of ASKO and its customers.

The ASKO DIfference
ASKO

Others

Longer run times with superior quality knives
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Faster, more accurate set-ups
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Easier-to-clean knives with reduced pickup
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Easier handling, patented lightweight spacers
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In-house training seminars
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ISO 9001-2000
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Industry-leading EdgeMaster Set-Up Software
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Remote and on-site technical support
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On-staff metallurgists
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Custom grades for every application
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More than 70 years experience
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Better edge quality for a more valuable end product!
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Reliability since 1933 … Ask ASKO!
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